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Comments: Center for Snow: Two Comments (Requests)

 

Greetings, I submitted the below comments to the online portal.  I also wanted to send via email to ensure its

delivery.  Thank you.

 

 

Please see two comments (requests) below:

This comment is regarding winterized travel near Red Mountain Pass. I am the Director of Center for Snow and

Avalanche Studies, based out of Silverton, CO. We maintain a Special Use Permit with the Forest Service to

operate the Senator Beck Study Basin (SBSB). This is a very important study basin for snow scientists to

conduct research and to monitor the effects of dust-on-snow.  Please see our websites to learn more about what

we do in the Basin and the wealth of knowledge coming out of the Basin. www.snowstudies.org and

www.codos.org/#codos. Based on my understanding, motorized winter travel is allowed in SBSB, either as "Open

Travel" or "Designated Route Only" travel.  The portion deemed "Designated Route Only" is in terrain

inhospitable to motorized activities, and to my knowledge there are no routes to follow, taken together is likely

why I have not seen snowmobile activity in this area of SBSB. The portion designated "Open Travel" is adjacent

to Highway 550 and extends into SBSB, so if someone wished they could operate motorized vehicles in SBSB in

winter. Please see attached maps. Winter motorized activity in SBSB would be detrimental to the science and

monitoring taking place in SBSB, for reasons ranging from disturbing the snow surface to contaminating snow

chemistry samples. May I submit a request that winter motorized activity be prohibited starting at Highway 550

and extending up to Trico Peak, Peak 13,510', and Telluride Peak? And bounded to the south by the Red

Mountain Pass delineation, and far enough north on Highway 550 to prevent motorized vehicles entering SBSB?

The area is not conducive to motorized travel anyways, but with the development of lighter, more powerful and

mobile machinery, there is potential it could become a recreation destination for this activity. Please feel free to

contact me should you need more detailed explanation of the potential problem and justification to prohibit winter

motorized activity in this area.

Second comment (request). In the preliminary stages of the Forest Review, I requested that the entire Senator

Beck Study Basin be designated a Research Natural Area. I would like to reiterate, or re-submit, this request.

The entire Basin is of high value for scientific research and monitoring (much like the Gothic RNA), both in

summer and winter. In summer we perform a periodic plant survey across the Basin and occasionally host

biologist and/or ecologist field research, an RNA designation would encourage even more long-term summer

research.  In winter our investigation of the snowpack extends throughout the entire Basin.    

It is appropriate to designate the entire Basin as a Research Natural Area, but at the very least our two main

study plots, Senator Beck Study Plot, and the Swamp Angel Study Plot (where the meteorological stations are

located), are worthy of the Research Natural Area designation. Please see attached map for the general location

of the two Study Plot locations. I can give coordinates if needed.

If designation of the entire SBSB as a Research Natural Area is not feasible, what is the feasibility of the Basin

being designated a Special Interest Area (with the two study plots still being RNA's)?  For either designation, I

feel understandings can be reached; for example, sheep herders have already agreed (to my knowledge) to just

pass through SBSB in day occupancy between Prospect Basin and terrain to the north of SBSB. The exclusion of

sheep in SBSB is desirable, but likely not detrimental in this capacity.    

Since 2003 we have been collecting crucial information about this high elevation mountain environment along

with intense meteorological and snowpack monitoring.  There is no place in North America (that I am aware) that

collects the data we are collecting in the type of environment we are collecting it.  If there is anyway we can

secure it's future, it would be very desirable for the benefit of all.

Thank you for your consideration,



Jeff Derry
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